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Date Monday 18th May 2020

LI: To understand and develop knowledge about the 

evacuation of children during WWII

Success Criteria

• To learn about the evacuation

• To understand what the children went through during the evacuation

• To put yourself in an evacuees shoes and understand how they might be feeling

• To answer questions based on the evacuees
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When children arrived at the rural area there were always lots of adults waiting.  The adults 
would pick the children they wanted to come and live with them. Many children had to wait a 
long time until they were picked by an adult. Sometimes children would wait while all the other 
children were picked.                 

Brothers and sisters would be picked together mostly, but there were times when brothers and 
sisters had to be split up and go to live with different families.                                                           
They might not see each other again for more than a year.      
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Some children were lucky and got to live with families who were kind to them and lived in well 
furnished houses with bathrooms and toilets inside. Some children were not so lucky and had to 
live in small cramped houses with no bathroom and only an outside toilet, and the people did 
not treat them in a loving way, like their own family.
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Many children had never been into the countryside before. They were shocked and 
excited at the huge areas of rural and farming land. City children often wrote letters to 
their parents describing seeing animals such as cows and sheep for the first time. 

What sights, smells and sounds do you think 
would be new to these evacuees? 
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Many evacuee children went to live on farms.                                                               
As well as going to school they had to help the farmers look after the 
farm animals and the fields.                                                                                                 
Many city children had the opportunity to do things they would never 
have been able to do in the city,  such as:                                                                                  
- Feed, clean and ride horses                                                                               
- Feed and milk cows         
- Feed and clean pigs
- Feed chickens and collect their eggs

How do you think the children felt
being able to experience 
working on a farm and being
around different animals?

How would you feel?
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Evacuee children would work in the farmers’ fields before school, after school and at 
weekends and holidays. All year round they helped dig up potatoes, carrots, onions, cabbage, 
and turnips. In summer they would pick fruit from the farmers’ fruit trees; apples, pears, plums 
and cherries. In autumn the children would help pick blackberries.

If you had to pick a job 
on the farm, what would 
you pick and why?



Tuesday 19th May 2020 
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Date: Tuesday 19th May 2020

LI: To capture the emotions and feelings of evaccuees

within letters

Success Criteria

• To use inference skills

• To read letters

• To answer questions using full sentences
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Today we are going to be looking at different letters, written 

by evacuees and you are going to answer questions based 

on their letters. The main focus of this task is to look at the 

emotions displayed in the letters.
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Dear mother
I was sad to leave you at the station. We saw a meadow of horses. While the sun went 
down a nice lady told me where to go when we arrived there. Then I got picked .Then we 
arrived at a farm. Mrs sharp told me where my room was and she asked if I wanted a drink. 
I helped her in the farm. My new school is very nice I have made new friends, my teacher is 
nice too. I hope dad is safe in the war.
All my love Edward xxxxxxx (aged 9)

Dear Mum,
It was so sad to see you stay. The journey was awful, Alice wet herself and she was sick all 
over me but we saw cows in a field, it was fascinating.  We were taken to the village hall 
where we were picked by adults, luckily me and Alice stayed together in the same house. 
We were picked by Mr and Mrs Kinsman, they're really strict. At school, Mr Kinsman's my 
teacher. I have to spend a whole day with him! Alice's teacher is really nice, he's called Mr 
Clark. I ruined my shoes in the pigs' pen and when Mr Kinsman found out he went bonkers.
We'll write back as soon as possible.
Edna (aged 10)
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1. What are the different emotions shown in both letters?
2. Why do you think the two letters have different emotions displayed?
3. How would you feel if you were Edna?
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1. What emotions can you infer from this letter? 
2. How would you feel if you were Albert?

Dear mum
I got your letter. And I cannot wait for that cardigan you are going to send me. I had a 
nice journey but the person next to me threw up over me. Thank god no fires came up 
your way from the bombs. My teacher isn’t as nice as the one at home. I’m ok at 
school, some people are nice to me. My host family have a little boy called Edward  but 
he is nice. How is home I really want to know? The family have four geese five pigs and 
a pony called Tilly.
The family sometimes lets me ride the pony. I hope you are ok.
all my love
Albert xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Wednesday 20th May 2020 
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Date : Wednesday 20th May 2020

LI: To begin writing letter as an evaccuee

Success Criteria

• To begin writing letter to your parent/parents

• To set the tone of your experience so far as an evacuee

• To briefly summarise your journey to the countryside and the family you have 

been given to
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Task 1- To write an introduction for a letter based on your journey as an evacuee 
to the country side and being placed with a family. You must include 
• A clear introduction is important as it sets the tone for the whole letter.
• Write about your journey to the countryside
• Write about the family you were placed with

Top tip! Look at your previous letters to help you structure your letter.



How to Write an Informal Letter

Daisy Happy

Flat 23 Clarence House

Long Lane

Caggletonville

SE2 4ON

Step 1 – Write your address in the top right hand corner of your letter.



How to Write an Informal Letter

Daisy Happy

Flat 23 Clarence House

Long Lane

Caggletonville

SE2 4ON

Friday 2nd January 2015

Step 2 – Write the date underneath your address.



How to Write an Informal Letter

Daisy Happy

Flat 23 Clarence House

Long Lane

Caggletonville

SE2 4ON

Friday 2nd January 2015

Dear Mother,

Step 3 – Write the name of the person who the letter is for below the date on the left 

hand side. You can use ‘Dear’ or a more informal greeting, such as ‘Hello’, or ‘Hi’. Add 

a comma after the person’s name.



How to Write an Informal Letter

Daisy Happy

Flat 23 Clarence House

Long Lane

Caggletonville

SE2 4ON

Friday 2nd January 2015

Dear Mother,

Seeing you leave at the station was sad. The journey on the train was really fun, I met loads of 

new people and saw so many different cities until we reached the countryside. First time in my life,  

I saw a meadow of horses! 

Step 4 –. When writing a letter, the first paragraph will set the tone for the rest of the 

letter. This will let the reader know what kind of emotions and feelings you have. If the 

letter is started on an upbeat bubbly tone, then the reader will think that you are 

having a good experience. If the introduction is solemn and sad, the reader will use 

the inference skills to realise that your evacuation experience has not been the best.
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Dear mother
Seeing you leave at the station was sad. The journey on the train was really fun, I met loads of 
new people and saw so many different cities until we reached the countryside. First time in 
my life,  I saw a meadow of horses! Once we got to the Cornwall (the country side), all 
children were taken to different villages by a ballot officer. Mr Pickens was our Ballot officer. 
He was a tall pale man, with broad shoulders, smooth ironed officers uniform and a big smile. 
He was so nice, asking how our journey was and told us there was nothing to worry about. 
This made me feel warm inside. After trotting around 30 minutes to a remote village 
surrounded by tall pine trees, we were met by a lovely couple. David and Angie, welcomed us 
into our new home with a plate of warm cookies and milk. Me and Gerry were chuffed. (Child 
1)

Dear Mum,
It Was so sad to see you stay. The journey was awful, Alice wet herself and she was sick all 
over me. Other kids laughed at me and Alice which made me cry and miss home even more. 
After that horrid journey,  we were taken to the village hall where we were picked by adults, 
luckily me and Alice stayed together in the same house. We were picked by Mr and Mrs 
Kinsman, they're really strict.  (Child 2)

Who has had a good experience so far from just reading their introduction to their letter? It is 
clear child 1 has had brilliant experience will child 2 hasn’t had the best experience.



Thursday 21st May 2020
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Date Thursday 21st May 2020

LI: To continue writing letter

Success Criteria

• To speak about your experiences so far after being placed with a family

• Use clear English and punctuate your work accurately

• To read over work after writing so that it makes sense.
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Task 1- To write the next paragraph you must include:
• What you can see in the countryside
• Friends you have made and how school is going
• What you have been up to

This experience can be positive or negative, but be clear on how you want the 
letter to be perceived.
If you are not having a good time or enjoying the experience, you will not state 
that you are having the best time of your life!



Friday 22nd May 2020  
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Date Friday 22nd May 2020

LI: To conclude and draft and edit my letter

Success Criteria

• To read over letter

• To write the next paragraph based on how you are feeling and what you miss 

most about your home. 

• To write your farewell to your parent/parents

• To read through whole letter checking spelling and punctuation. 



Task 1- In this paragraph, include:

• How much you miss your parents, 

• What you miss about home and how you are 
feeling. 

• You must also include a farewell message to your 
family.


